Cat and Chicken Detective Bureau

E- drinking

By Adel Hun

Hello everyone! We just arrived back from the National Poetry Awards Ceremony in Newark, New Jersey, where Calliope
Magazine was awarded the 2015 Spoken Word Poetry Magazine of the Year! I have to say this is such an honor and a pleasant way
to close out our first full year of publishing and to begin our anniversary celebration.
This has been an amazing year in which we have had the pleasure of working with so many talented
people from all over the world. Editing Calliope is truly one of the greatest joys for me because it
allows me to share the artistry of so very many gifted people.
Since our first publication went live October 1st of 2014 our readership has been growing at a steady
rate and to our surprise we have become a globally read magazine in a short amount of time with
a very large percentage of the world downloading Calliope every month.
One of our goals when we started Calliope Magazine was for it to become a monthly print
publication along with being a downloadable online magazine as well. In August we were able to
reach that goal so that print lovers everywhere will have the possibility to hold Calliope in their
hands and read the remarkable poetry and see the amazing art we share each
month.
Behind this page is our 13th issue, and it is amazing, I hope that you
will enjoy reading it as much as we enjoyed putting it together for
you.
Thank you for the wonderful year!
Robert Olson
Founding Editor

Robert Olson and the First Issue
On the Red Carpet after the ceremony
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(For Robert “Katovski” Olson )

Butterflies, like Lions
are meant to roam free ~~
not enclosed in cocoons,
or trapped in cages,
but free to be fierce
and beautiful
The same can be said
for poetry
and the poets
who speak it ;
breathe it;
live it;
whose light and love
makes up
every fiber
of their being ;
oozing from every pore,
to find their way
onto the page,
then,
onto the stage.
Such are few,
almost rare;
if you are blessed enough
to witness it,
it would be akin
to see a shooting star,
or a butterfly,
as it alights
upon a lions back

Dawn Merrow

2105 Joseph Powell

Dawn Merrow is a writer and artist living and
working in Nashville, Tennessee. Her previous
work includes co-authoring the book "One Way to
Grace" and showcasing her handwritten poetry art
with RAWartists Nashville.

Wave of vitality energy
Passes through me,
Stretches and bends my face
Into the formation of the movement
It stirs softly
By crossing from right to left
Travels up then drowns deep
Into the fold of meandering time
As for the snake, it sheds own skin
The plasticity is vital for the movement
When the movement is vital for life
And life is the cause of the movement
When life is a source of a wave
And the wave is a snake’s movement
It’s all connected
By the servant of life -- the circle
That molds the existence
Into one unfailing formation
With the wrinkle on the face
The cycle shapes its own sign
It ascends to the top
Then down to the furrow of time

Such As Life

by Walter Savage

Inna Dulchevsky

I deleted your
Ringtone so I wouldn’t hear
When you didn’t call
Almost a haiku
To what could not be
And the loss of nothing.
Because with or without
The sound or buzz,
The phone doesn’t ring.
Silence on the phone
Sometimes says
What words cannot.

By Tricia Schwaab

September seems to be a promise
With gilded light generating calmness
Falling colored leaves form the canvas
Gentle evening air to lull us
September seems to be a promise

Angel Edwards
September 10 2015

It's almost like I can hear you. A whisper on the other side
of the waves she beckons. Summer breathes in the oceans,
it's how she functions. The wispy breath of winter ties me
softly to my timeframe. And I springtime find myself
lovesick. Autumn is frost on fire colored tree line, breath on
exhaling, love arm on sweater, Hold me. If you can from
over the warrior waters held by heat of the day. Surfers
gather on the tips of waves. My heart all awash in bathing
beauty.. Albeit distant. I deleted that poem. I say sipping my
earl grey on the bridge of my starship. Like love doesn't
matter summer swallows romance whole and lonely springtime yearns for persistence. Autumn, reach backward and
push your branches into my skin. My flower petals kiss your
lips and bring you deeply in like a long distance lover you've
never met but always love hopeless. Summer lay down and
bring love to my heartbeat. Autumn is not for the faint of
heart it's for people who love dreams and leaves and sipping
lattes. Holding their lovers close under felt blankets and 3
dollar bottles of wine. The way you felt my hair on blonde
visions silver linens. Who would have known so many brunettes would follow you Rapunzel. Let down your doors
and breathe light on my skin. Awake my heart it's tired of
sleeping in. It's almost like I can see her on days like this..
Where the leaves present new challenges golden bearer red
headed harp player a certain kind of mountain presents a
new kind of diving. Laying on the ground in the mid of
September you asked me why. And all I could say was my
heart hasn't grown yet. Sometimes love passes you by and
upon reflecting you think of the appropriateness of all this
second guessing. Commitment and accepting of life with
just one person. Often times the subway is mine. An orgy of
lovers passing through time after time door after door. Each
step in life the same thing. I noticed Each person had their
own separate subway. Like an ocean of trains. Lonely but
moving. How do we refrain from stopping love in its tracks.
While walking in Manhattan I saw there were tears that fall
unnoticed. Winter comes to greet nocturnal streets and
emotion meets precipitation. Lonely hands stay empty by
their side. And The benches in Manhattan, sit.. Alone like
destiny lovers that haven't arrived yet.

Devin Arthur

This is where we meet, she & I.
The forest knows our names.
The dry grass & orange-brown leaves cry out
with each footstep as we close in
on our destination at the edge of the arid creek.
Once we arrive, we disrobe.
The broad bodies of the trees stand guard,
defying even the ever-present light of the sun.
After the clothing has been strewn
down atop the cool earth, she hovers close
& I pull her to me,
her head comfortably nestled against my breast.
In my mind, I wonder if this is what it felt like
for Eve & Adam sharing each other
in the brow of the garden.

Christian J. Collier is a 2015 Loft Spoken Word Immersion Fellow.
This program is made possible by a major grant from the Surdna
Foundation and by the generous support of Loft members.
He is an accomplished artist and educator who has shared the stage
with several members of HBO’s Def Poetry cast, legendary poet and
activist Ishmael Reed, Grammy-nominated artist Minton Sparks, etc.
and has repeatedly been featured on the IndieFeed Performance
Poetry Channel, which prides itself on featuring the best spoken
word artists working today. Some of his works have been published
website, and in such publications as Oysters &
on
Chocolate, DEBACLE, The New Writer, and The Origami Poetry
Project to name a few, and his 2009 chapbook
has
sold hundreds of copies independently solely off the strength of
readings and live performances.
In October of 2013, he released his debut EP
, which he wrote and produced himself. The record fuses
spoken word poetry and an eclectic mix of musical genres including
Hip-Hop and ambient to make a sonic gumbo. It is available now at
CD Baby, Bandcamp, at live performances, and from Christian’s
website (christianjcollier.com).

Mama Dear is up before
the day, filling this house
with the smell of breakfast.
Lean strips of bacon scream.
A cube of butter sinks into
the navel of grits. The roaches
have become shadows behind
doors, underneath the couch
& television, & like a spell,
the house is blooming with life.
My uncles gather around
the crowded ebony table,
their eyes bloodshot,
their dry-rose lips are hungry
for the weight of the day’s first cigarette.
The black ink is shaking out of the sky
& we can forget that money seldom
stays here. For now, we have this meal
to share & carry in the maroon chapels
of our stomachs, & Mama Dear
has woven her magic again.

It is after 7 AM
& my fingers are orbiting
the navel of the girl that I love
who is engaged to another man.
Outside, the birds of morning are singing.
Slowly, the sun has begun to fill the bedroom,
its golden tint encroaching on our sanctuary.
Slowly, I hear my love’s breathing grow more & more still
until a slight snore accompanies each exhalation.
Gazing over at her face, I find myself trapped between happiness
& the thought that only this rich moment belongs to me.
I have but only borrowed the softness of this woman
who is sleeping against my skin.

When the bite of the needle breaks the skin
& pierces my vein, I am already counting
the square linoleum floor tiles.
In my mind, I revisit all the old lovers
whose scents I tucked inside the foxholes of my body.
It is now, in this office where everything is so sterile & white
that I wonder if all their mouths were honest
about the people they’d shared nights & movement with.
It is here that I feel the presence again
of those old ghosts & am haunted by the times
we were like the famished ocean & the shore,
weaving against one another inside minute beds,
making a series of advances & retreats
before transitioning from lovers to near-strangers
when the morning found us.
I do not want the consequence
of one of those casual late encounters
to be a death sentence,
a pronouncement that the future
has no plan or place for me.
I do not want to be a phantom limb
in the lives of my family & friends,
still causing ache long after
I have disappeared completely.

Our hammers pound like
war drums, ushering the song
of men at work with
their hands & treated wood
into the day. With each solid jab,
the platoon of pulled nails in the mouth
of my pouch chants. Mosquitoes
hover around me, carrying
their appetites like arrows
in a quiver. All of this –
the humid morning air,
the dry, dense heat,
the ache-drenched back, knees & arms –
is mine, a carpenter's gifts.
The tree branches above me
cut the sunlight into a million tiny jewels
& I watch as my falling sweat
becomes polish against the soil.

My mama used to say
that we wear the signs
of hard living on our faces,
almost like the hands of heartbreak & the blues,
hardship & sadness bend & stretch our features
in order to tell parts of our stories to the world.
If you were to look deeply into the cores of my mama’s eyes,
you wouldn’t find joy resting in them,
nor would you find softness in the slopes of her lips.
My mama, in all of her sixty-four years, never knew gentility,
she wouldn’t be comfortable if it laid down at her feet.
Instead, my mama knew pain, held it for a lifetime
between the planks of her spine & in the ache of her muscle.
Mama's rough hands know how to work a shotgun,
how to make miracles in a modest kitchen for a family of ten,
how to work & pray with the same loyal fervor.
My mama was made to be a hard woman, but also a loving
woman,
the most beautiful fighter that I’ve ever known.

When I was younger,
my mother told me that
no one knew more about love & life
than her & Sam Cooke,
& she was right,
& while I never met the latter,
she was the first god I ever knew,
made divine through both
motherhood & will,
& she bred care into my body
long before language rested
in the bends of my tongue.
My father fashioned me a man,
but she taught me to be a warrior,
told me to always be mindful of the battles I chose to undertake
because each one is not worthy of bloodshed or pain.
She told me long ago
that love makes boxers out of us all.
It places us in the hub of the ring
& ushers us to the cusp of exhaustion,
so I learned then to develop a champion's chin,
& even though my back
has met the face of the canvas,
I've always got back up,
always reached inward & willed myself upright.
When I was a teenager
first formulating who I wanted to become
& slowly shedding boyhood,
my mama told me,
“Never chase anyone
who does not want to be caught
or who is unworthy of the pursuit,
because your energy should be focused
on those who both want to be found,
as well as found in your life.”
She said, “Always handle broken women with care,
because it is their nature to cut deeply.
Always guard your heart
from those who will recklessly cast jabs at it,
& remember that that beautiful muscle
behind your breast will never break,
it will just bruise badly on occasion,
but keep beating until it silently
segues into retirement someday in the future.”
She said,
“Son, never, ever relinquish your faith,
because it is your ability to see
the face of God in the dark.”

“Son, whenever you utter an
,
be as certain of your feelings
as a soldier squeezing the trigger of a rifle.”
“Son, be careful of the doors that you open,
because sometimes the ghosts from your past
can blow in on any given strand of the wind
& haunt you anew,
& please promise me that you will
make this your soul’s mantra,

.”
The older I get, the more I realize that
it is because of her strength & wisdom
that I am still standing.
I understand now that so many of the principles
that have governed my life
have come directly from the likes of her advice,
& every moment I get to greet
plus the very breath that I seldom notice
entering & leaving my body, are her doing,
& I hope she knows that these words
are my humble attempt to honor her,
my small ways of declaring proudly to the world,
“Mom, I am who I am,
what I am,
flaws & all,
because you chose to love me.”

After an absence of seven years,
I find my first my love
& learn that she is now a mother
& it is strange to think that she has held
a life in the dark hands of her womb.
She is no longer the girl smiling in the photographs
that were perched along my bedroom wall.
After an absence of seven years,
it is as though our mouths never abandoned
the melody of each other’s names
& I am hearing her full, rich, laugh anew.
Through the course of our conversation
we both choose to keep the sweetness present.
We have unconsciously agreed
not to wade into our bruised history.
We do not speak of what we lived through together,
but it is still alive & lying atop our veins.
I do not have far to reach to remember the sting
of the word nigger tumbling like hail
out of her father’s lips toward me.

Roots Still Red
Yellow ribbons of fields gone stubble for
Autumn where Sherman tore through
town. Our very own 1863 Presbyterian
church sanctuary was the stall for his men’s
horses’ chow. I would remember that
singing Handel at Easter, singing loudly and
proud. However, all that down my throat,
all those plantation cabins dark paneled
brown gone missing year after year.
Where’d they go? Into the ashen ground
down, disappearing Deep South trying to
erase itself in the 60s for a better
masquerade, yet a funky mess pervades at
the corners which I miss to this day, in exile
in Maryland, where dark red roots still
showing from my Daddy’s hair in my hair
graying, seeping Etowah River, flowing
through my veins.
©7/26/13

Amy Jackson

Life is too short not to laugh. I will no longer RSVP for anyone else’s pity party.
Don’t invite me. I will however, save you a spot, on my dance floor.

Men, forgive us. Let us focus, for a moment, on how inexplicably lovely Eve was,
instead of her lofty ambition, her innate defiance against the status quo
(She was not taught to disobey. God made the woman rebellious.), her materialism
and love for fashion and need for validation…after all, the apple was the quickest
way to a new leafy dress and being noticed by her mate.
Men have been slaughtering animals for their fur and tusks, digging deep into the
Earth for shiny little rocks and blaming the women they love for such barbarism and grind.
It has always taken two to tango.

Shaunna Barbee

Tomb
Same dream
same old dream that dominates
the night
cuts through me like a blaze
turns my nerves to lightening
leaves invisible burns
At the window the source of death’s
ominous eye
black hurricane mouth
A chill enters my corpse
builds a tomb on my bed
grinds my bones to dust

Photo by Silvino Gonzalez

Inside this sinister dream
my mind eats me alive

Dah

Dah’s most recent book is The Translator
from Transcendent Zero Press. His first
three books are from Stillpoint Books.
Dah’s poetry has been published by editors
from the U.S., the U.K., Ireland, Canada,
China, and India. His poems recently appeared in Lost Coast Review, The Recusant,
The Cape Rock, River&South Review, Sandy
River Review, Stone Voices Magazine, and
Diverse Voices Quarterly. Dah lives in
Berkeley, California where he is working on
the manuscripts for his fifth and sixth books.
Visit: www.dahlusion.wordpress.com

Quick was waiting for a northbound bus in front of the Taco
Bell. A young dude with goatee and baseball cap askew in rusty
Pontiac bucket of bolt goosed the gas. The rotted muffler was
held up with coat hangers and had seen better days. The
smooth operator was sucking on a Swisher Sweet cigar, Quick
used to smoke them while fishing. Pontiac boy said, “Hey, if you
weren’t so poor, you wouldn’t be riding the bus.” Then he shot
him the finger and blew a smoke ring. Quick just smiled and
blew him a kiss. He looked up the street and didn’t see the bus,
so he crossed over and bought a cup of coffee from a gas
station. Finger boy made the block and almost flattened Quick’s
foot. “What did you mean by blowing me a kiss, old man?”
Quick showed him how he got his nickname. He reached in
with mongoose lightning swiftness and grabbed a handful of hair
and started honking the horn with his face. Then he jerked him
through the window and shined his combat boots on his butt.
Quick retrieved his coffee from the top of a gas pump. “Your
car might be on North Avenue, unless I donate it to the poor.”
Quick tossed him a bus ticket and drove away laughing.

Catfish McDaris

Catfish McDaris’ 25 years of published material is in the Special Archives Collection
at Marquette Univ. in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He’s listed in Wikipedia. His ancestors
are from the Aniwaya Clan of the Cherokee Nation.

The nothingness of hollow quills pours apocalyptic into the essence of forgotten existence. A devilish circle of repeated sins morphs
into almost a conscious shade, prophetic fatalism and innocent blood beyond the deep abyss of chaotic origins.
The enchantment has been performed before… Yes! Into the nothingness of hollow quills… and the ghoulish chroniclers, who hold
dear the dreadful chilling corpses and the mysterious nightmares of a weird afterlife that never begins.
Between tombstones in the graveyard, you can find readers of everyday epitaphs, obituaries, and other burnt pages of void life, while
crows and ravens hang in strings of a sweet lament. Black cats summon witches in rites by moonlight’s mist. New universes lie in ruins
as the ancient kingdom of immortals is baptized in the masquerade of vanishing fleshes. For ages an eerie echo travels on wings of
whispers slashing winds of lashed trivial novelties and cuts them down to rust and dirt.
A grim thirst abandons bodies to majestic decay, presenting the fiery cauldron in which toxic nectar boils. Is there such thing as a touch
of repulsive bless?
In the tenebrous night, glimpsing in the shattered windows of the chateaux, the alien moon pours a spooky rain that craves to stroke
shades and apparitions into crimson cannibalism. The spooky rain lacerated the air, the shattered windows of the chateaux grinned
heavy, and I was grinning with them for the viscous lands were to be disemboweled in a journey to cover the villages beneath the hill.
All mortals shall seek its refuge in the chateaux, a feast for the undead. I was getting shivery and dizzy just by thinking what enriched
menu will be bestowed upon. Gazing upon the horizon, I saw them sorrow carcasses stacking up in piles or packs, living or not,
sometimes melting into a liquefied miasma that tantalizes the senses…
Thoughts arise from entombed brain and gave voice to shadows, and in that matter of property. It is a spooky rain, and I am a tainted
soul. But are they just carved objects or inhuman essence, my objects or my subjects? The answer is…silence. A silence disguised in
a trick-or-treat chateaux. Pieces of flesh were smitten all over the tables, cut open wide and then restored and rebuild. A few
anonymous faces stole slender fantasies while owls engulfed shrouds of eyeballing truths. For cake, injustice and lust…anything and
everything happened beneath my gaze.
But are these no more that pagan principles of these despaired mortals, a pathological cleanse which darken original sins into chaste
meanings?
Now I foresee why so many foul creatures have disowned their own heritage and have not been striving to value the immoral code
of the occult crown.
It was a dawn of new twilight, the spooky rain has almost stopped, and the lead scent of new fleshes filled the air weeping for a
goddess to reign over. It is a rapturous nightmare, in which chimeric thoughts stalked my spirit. Property, cakes, injustice and lust
were in every atom or molecule, resurrecting the immortals once more. And the owls engulfed shrouds of eyeballing truths in savage
sacrifices of forbidden lights.
And a magic macabre nourished my decomposed and stiffened ghost, leaving my brain to rot submerged into both my three hearts,
a spine-chilling fog that will forever hinder the sparks of day’s glare, quickening the rapturous nightmare into contaminated ethics.
It was a dawn of new twilight, and in the fading stars the foot of a fresh ancient creed to howl about how the nothingness of hollow
quills pours apocalyptic into the essence of forgotten existence. And what is more deranged than the bizarre, the runes, the disguised,
the dreadful, the sinning, the otherworldly, the repulsive, the revolting…twisted into a prophetic fatalism and innocent blood beyond
the deep abyss of chaotic origins.
And when I shall go into slumber, I shall dream of a spooky rain, fallen upon the chimeric thoughts, the fleshes, the magic macabre,
the mortals, the undead, the goddess and the dawn of a new twilight. Property, cakes, injustice and lust will be in every atom or
molecule, grinning heavy upon my merry soul.
These are no more that pagan principles and a pathological cleanse which darken original sins into chaste meanings!

Vlad Teodor Petcu is an apprentice of the tainted quill born and raised in Bucharest, Romania. He has
a Bachelor degree in Law and a Master degree in Business Law, both after finishing the corresponding
programs at Dimitrie Cantemir Christian University in Bucharest. He debuted with poetry in 2014 in
both magazine and anthology and debuted with short fiction in magazine in 2015. He is a member of
"Cenaclul Lectura" and collabrator of "Cenaclul Cocktail de Cuvinte", two newly founded Literature,
Sciences and Arts circles. He also is a collaborator of "Cenaclul Amurg Sentimental". His works can be
seen in Spitmag, Calliope Magazine, eFiction India, The rainbow journal, Amurg Sentimental and The
Word Couch or on his personal blog called Visele unui insomniac. He also collaborates with The Reverie
Journal and WyldeVerse in prompt poetry exercises. And the shrouds of chaos are yet to enfold...

Vlad Teodor Petcu

Observations of Aging Youth
I will lay the words out, baldly on the page, their nakedness
not covered by sacrifice.
There is no glory to be found. You will dig deep to find ink
in your veins and bleed out over your page until your flesh
melds with the form and phrase of your work.
This is an unending quest – you may spend your years on a
long-running path only to find your way home at the end,
and find it too small, and find it a rough fit as you sink into
your age.
The muse is a hard master by turns, though sometimes too
easy as we waste away fears and doubts and struggles and
wrinkles and sleepless nights that could have been formed
into poetry and prose. How many adventures have dried at
the bottom of our glasses, as we fell into drunken stupors?
The town crier has not wept and the bard has become an
accountant. We must build a responsible world, we who
were raised on dreams and visions like candy and told we
would reshape the face of the earth only to find that to be
true as we consume its last dredges.
The future was bright and shiny but we are dirty and dour
people with no drum to drive us onward.

Audra Harvey

Feelings

by Arina Makaryan

The surgeon did not pray
removing your colon, mostly taken
and next time
your intestine, some taken
finishing with a cavern
wash of salt water.
“He has turned the corner”
they told his family.
“Go home for rest.”
And joy reinstated.
Then in the morning
the phone rings at 5
the voice says he has died,
his brain suddenly bleeding
Now here we all are
still moored to the shore,
looking for what
no longer is seen.
Tell me,
?

Carol DeCanio

Carol DeCanio was the poetry
columnist for CASA Magazine in
Santa Barbara for 6 years. She is
responsible for starting the city's
Poet Laureate position, and has
organized many poetry events.
Her prize winning poetry has
been published for many years.
She has had exhibits of her poems
paired with her photography.

I Need Feminism Because
I don't need feminism because I'm already feminine.
I don't need feminism because I'm pretty.
I don't need feminism because I'm naturally thin.
I don't need feminism because I'm a straight white chic.
I don't need feminism because I don't trust myself with that kind of power.
I don't need feminism because change is scary.
I don't need feminism because everything's fine the way it is.
I don't need feminism because behind every good man is a great woman, and I'm more
comfortable losing myself in him.
I don't need feminism because abuse feels like love to me.
I don't need feminism because men aren't threatened by dumb bitches.
I don't need feminism because my sugar daddy takes care of his sweet baby.
I don't need feminism because I have rape fantasies.
I don't need feminism because I need catcalls to tell me I'm worthy.
I don't need feminism because I hate myself and other women.
I don't need feminism because it doesn't matter what the lyrics say, that beat is catchy.
I don't need feminism because isms are reductive, and big words intimidate me.
I don't need feminism because the big picture doesn't fit into my latest selfie.
I don't need feminism because I don't care how inequality affects others, that concept is too
complicated for me.
I don't need feminism because I look cute when I'm crying.
I don't need feminism because my tits are bargaining chips.
I don't need feminism because beauty pageants are entertaining.
I don't need feminism because I don't mind the wage gap so long as the boss compliments
my new outfit.
I don't need feminism because girls just want to have fun.

Christine Hall

I laze with ease in east
As drone creep, and work
Never curse the bones that
Fail, to creep and work, or
The blood that froze with time
And leave the veins lonely
Flair nothing and expect something
I blame my brain that tick,
And tick as my time queues.

Isaac Akande

When you swanked in, cinnamon mane
aglow in the rainfall shadows
of an inconsistent Spring
morning,
my pelvis fell crooked.
My center of gravity
sucked into your dense
teeth
in the unknowing way
a tornado snatches a rooftop.
You were sent from the Earth
to remind me of all the times
I mistook a learning lesson
for a soul mate.
Your knuckles were ivory
Not like a wedding dress
or a marble countertop but
like the frayed edges on ill-maintained
record sleeves.
But your record sleeves
were flawless, we sung
Bon Iver and I slid across the
hardwood square in your
makeshift dining room
Into your delicious kneecaps.
Yes, your kneecaps
were delicious, the way
they swaggered your torso
into my hasty heartbeat,
Like dribbled dark chocolate
On a flute of Prossecco,
Your kneecaps, baby,
Unmindful and tilted,
Delicious.
I was tastefully distracted;
what I found in the corners of your mouth
when I should have been kissing you back
was a poem, written by a
malfunctioning lover.
She tried to construct picket lines
and welcome signs on your
pick-up line smile simultaneously
lost herself in the process.
I found the outline
of her sleepless nights in the way
you held my thoracic spine.

You’ve learned how to cradle a woman,
Just like I’ve learned what it’s like
to leave instructions
on my past love’s collar-bones
marked: only for the intentional woman
who wants to understand the way
he will only hold you tight if it’s raining
and summer.
the way he smells like sweet cherry trees
and leather when he plays a banjo,
The way his tongue softly grazes
the beautiful gap in his teeth when he’s
embarrassed and the fact that
he is almost never embarrassed.
For the intentional woman
who wants to understand why
he never cries,
why he let me go, and couldn’t let me go,
Who wants to understand
why a man, on the opposite side of the
country
still sings Appalachian love songs
in the shower,
a woman who wants to understand that
my maps
are hers for the discovering but
my footprint
is forever on his breath.
Baby, we will learn what it’s like
to learn what it’s like
to love again. I licked
the braille blueprints she left
on your shoulders and I tell you,
she was thorough in
loving you. I know
you can smell his sweet banjo breath
in my eyelashes but I promise
these eyes are looking at you.
We are made of love,
malfunctioning, desperate,
Inconsistent love. We were
made to try again.
I’ve always been told to never cross a
picket-line but,
I’m willing to give your delicious kneecaps
a try.

Photo by Dan Callaway

A leaf floating towards you through slate dense
water granulated by the morning's shadows. Last
breaths of the soon vanishing wade in wisps of
iridescence, from the tall eaves of horsetail reeds
to the flat spine of river moss, where ghost of faces
echo back in sprigs. There, you kneel just behind
fine contours of the breeze, so the trail of light
lurches about in abandoning, bleaching things of
rust and the liquid world to a soft glow, in place
of you. Then your hand dips into water, though it
makes no sound, but how will you explain your
orphaned fingers combing the ripples as dregs of
sunlight sneak away under vestibules of dreaming,
with knuckles cold beneath dark's inquisition.
Watching your flesh get torn into a speckled mosaic
by the fractal smattering of water, you are frightened
your feet would fail and your eyes would weep, to be
Simultaneously right in front of yourself yet, just shy
of invisibility is like springing up from a long winter's
nap without the sweet promise of spring, and unlike
that to a little death, yours is a morose slumbering
bore inside some liquid melancholia.

Lana Bella

Lana Bella has a diverse work of poetry and fiction anthologized,
published and forthcoming with over one hundred journals,
including a chapbook with Crisis Chronicles Press (early 2016),
Aurorean Poetry, Chiron Review, Contrary Magazine, QLSR
(Singapore), elsewhere, and Featured Artist with Quail Bell
Magazine, among others. She divides her time between the US
and the coastal town of Nha Trang, Vietnam, where she is a
wife of a novelist, and a mom of two frolicsome imps.

A shadow looms there,
‘Neath the glinting sapphire crust.
Like some colossal primeval spectre.
A relic, ejected from the darkest depths of the world.
Drifting silently through the Bering Strait,
A leviathan in utero. Deaf to Darwin’s doctrine.
But oily reds and incandescent blacks;
They tear the canvas with vicious strokes.
Indelible stains. From Osaka to Windhoek.
Rest now in some haunted gallery,
A little too long, perhaps.
Sombre arches over pale, Namibian glass.
Retreat to the cold, hostile frame of God’s great masterpiece;
Draw your ivory sword and etch your ancient signature into the
transient rock.
And then, if the trade winds blow favourably over the doldrums;
Let battleship grey form naught but a smudge on the horizon.

Christie Luke Jones

is a poet, actor, fiction writer and philanthropist from
Oxfordshire, England. Christie-Luke's writing is strongly influenced by the
Gallic blood that courses through his veins, as well as his interest in the
more macabre aspects of the human condition. Christie-Luke recently
founded Henley Flow, an independent festival of the arts which, in its
inaugural year, raised over £1000 for Madagascar charity The Dodwell Trust.
To see more of Christie's work,
website, www.christielukejones.com.
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Inception
Swelling buds
burst into blossom,
fomenting as though forged
from God’s own cauldron.
So much hidden here
amongst woods
flushed with flower:
sow thistle and sneezeweed,
succulent saplings
sheltering flame
in unfurled stalks
like fingers off small angry fists.
A holy wave of silence spreads
as earth turns egg, impregnated
by a rustling rutting wind,
awaiting future delivery of
a someday sun-kissed harvest
of pulse and possible progress.

Gary Glauber

Gary Glauber is a poet, fiction writer, and teacher. This April he took part in Found Poetry Review’s PoMoSco project. Recent poems are published or forthcoming in Blue
Heron Review, Crab Fat Literary Magazine, Pilgrimage Magazine, West Trade Review,
Silver Birch Press’ The Great Gatsby Anthology, Indian Summer Quarterly, Blast Furnace, Calliope Magazine, The Bookends Review, Deep Water Literary Journal,
Typoetic.us, Yellow Chair Review, The Legendary, Xanadu, and Think Journal. He is a
champion of the underdog who often composes to an obscure power pop soundtrack.
His first collection, Small Consolations (Aldrich Press) is now available on Amazon.com.
A chapbook, Memory Marries Desire, will be available from Finishing Line Press this fall.

Dave Wright
for klc
sent 11:27 pm Friday
to you,
thank you for going on a first date with me. thank you for riding in the car with me without the music on (sometimes music gets in the
way of two people listening to one another, even if the convo is just about silly movies we like or how a bojangles restaurant used to
be some other restaurant or about how wild elk meat taste different than a filet or fried chicken...). thank you for the jack on the
rocks at the restaurant downtown, and thank you for telling me about that former coworker of yours at the clinic looking at a spider
bite that was almost on your butt, but actually just at the very top of your leg where it the two meet. thank you for telling me to give
you the heads up if a third boob looking thing (the pastie-padded-support thing, i think you called it, idk) suddenly pops up and becomes noticeable somehow because bras arent your thing all the time and your dress didnt really allow for one anyway. thank you for
letting me get that grass clump off the heel of your shoe as we were browsing the silent auction items and having cocktails at the
fundraiser pre-dinner.
thank you for letting me bring you flowers, and thanks for telling me about giving your “become key” away to the breast cancer survivor who altered your dress for you (in some small way i cant help but feel glad that i was kinda a part of that beautiful exchange, since
if we hadnt gone on our first date to a bougie fundraiser party then you wouldnt have had to order a dress to fit the theme and which
was too large and so had to be altered by that generous lady who survived breast cancer and mostly likely did the job without expecting anything in return, but got something in return just the same, a key braclet, a “become key”, a “become key” and a three page
hand-written letter about the “become key” and what it meant to you and why you got it in the first place, and so you both became
something new, and maybe me too, since this was our first date...).
thank you for eating those little pancake things at dinner with me, and thank you for sneaking around that old mansion at the party
with your shoes off, with me and my shoes off. thank you for the trolley ride and the starbucks trip. and thank you for swinging in that
porch swing with me when i was kinda too awkward and nervous to ask you to dance even though i said i was def gonna dance but
then didnt because i cant really dance well even though i think you really wanted to.
and thank you for being okay with giving the idea of kissing me a shot... seriously, thank you for being okay with me awkwardly asking
you if you would be opposed to me kissing you, because that’s what i really wanted to do, but i wanted to ask first so that we didnt
experience that awkward moment of maybe you not wanting to but doing it anyway not to hurt my feelings, or perhaps experiencing
an even more awkward of having to pull back and not kiss me as i leaned in without asking, because im not good at picking up on
signs like these and so i asked first, and in a sorta awkward way i said “would you be opposed to kissing me?” who asks that way? i do
i guess, so thank you for saying yes.
and now this is a future thank you, a thank you for maybe possibly saying yes to going on a second date with me sometime, because a
second date would be nice, a second date would be something i think maybe we both of would say 'hey that would be nice' about.
but if you dont thats okay too, so thank you for that too, if it happens that way, thanks for the honesty of saying no i dont think i wanna second date with you... but if you do say yes, that a second date would be a nice, i have to say another future thank you: thank you
for holding my hand, because if we have a second date im going to ask you if youre opposed to my holding your hand... and im going
to say it probably just like that, because i think it would be pretty great to hold your hand. maybe we could pick a few movies and
hold hands and wear comfy everyday clothes and just chill at your place or mine, maybe work even work on a puzzle or a arts and
crafts project or eat cupcakes, and maybe then hold hands, or hug, and maybe even have another kiss that i might not even ask permission for because ill have learned to read your body language a bit better by then, but knowing me i probably will ask anyway, i
hope thats okay with you... and when i leave your house (because your house seems like a good place to watch movies) i’ll leave smiling just like before and wait to pull out of your drive until your porch light is off (if youre okay with me staying that late), and i’ll know
for sure that it’s time to go home, and i’ll thank you for sending me home, because thats what i think is best after a second date, that
each person goes home...
thank you for asking me to text you when i get home safe, i will, and after which i will probably send you a long-ish awkward thank
you letter via a facebook message like i did after our first date, because i dont have your email yet and it will be too long to text and
too late to call... and i'll probably ask you for a third date, like i’m doing now, hoping that you say yes, hoping that you may even show
youre interest in me by thank me for asking again, even though you dont have to thank me and it isnt even expect, just something
which i might read a bit into and think hey maybe she does like me after all, but you dont have to say thanks because by saying yes
youve already said all i could ever hope for. if that happens, thank you.
if it doesnt thats okay too, just know: i’m thankful for the time we had together. im thankful for even the possibility of having and or
had, whatever the case may be at the time, a second and maybe third date with you. but if not, the first was all i couldve hoped for.
thank you. sorry for the long message, but thank you for reading just the same.
sincerely,
Me

delivered

seen 8:32 am Saturday

Your eyes of indigo move slowly in my dream
They rip and as they cast a stare of only a hellish gleam
For these eyes often lied to me
Telling secrets still untrue
For no more can I believe in them
This facade I bid adieu

Stacy Michelle Frett

The English language is so limited
Spanish, German, French, none have exhibited
The words or phrases to describe to capture
To fully embody what this is no literature
Webster’s dictionary or thesaurus
No history books or novels can explain us
I've looked for words to match
Fullness in my being no earthly description can attach
I'm left with words so common and mundane
They limit the limitless and restrain
Words confined by meaning and definition
This poem isn't even a sufficient explanation
Of how much I adore you
how you have given me something beautiful and new
Showed me through action what love does
For no personal use or gain just because
Your love shows me my worth and my lack
Acceptance and truth it doesn't slack
No words are enough to describe my gratitude or love
This thing that overwhelms me,
Thankful to the Creator above
For giving me such an experience such a gift
Priceless and rare life changing shift

Georiga Caldwell

The Art House By Terri Jordan

Bio: Allison Grayhurst is a member of the
League of Canadian Poets. She has over
650 poems published in more than 310
international journals and anthologies.
Her book
was published by Beach Holme Publishers in 1995.
Since then she has published eleven other
books of poetry and six collections with
Edge Unlimited Publishing. Prior to the
publication
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a poetry book published,
, and four chapbooks published by
The Plowman. Her poetry chapbook
was published by Ottawa publisher above/ground press
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was published by
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2014. More recently, she has a chapbook
pending publication this Fall
with Pink.Girl.Ink. Press. She lives in Toronto with her family. She also sculpts,
working with clay; www.allisongrayhurst.com

Two bodies of water converge, merge
coalesce - incorporation.
Lines of symmetry formed,
synchronicity mastered.
Laws owed only to
controlled experimentation - devoid
of succulent flow, surprise,
tied to the many life-draining
ramifications of technique.
The nodes of mystery cannot be uncovered,
only the outline revealed, after that,
the root mantra gets conveyed.
Like futile attempts at flossing between
two great mountains bonded
by unrest and solid slates century-slow-permanent addition.

Allison Grayhurst

Some of places her work has appeared in include Parabola (Alone & Together
print issue summer 2012); Literary Orphans; Blue Fifth Review; The American
Aesthetic; Agave Magazine; JuxtaProse Literary Magazine South Florida Arts
Journal; Gris-Gris; The Muse – An International Journal of Poetry, Storm Cellar,
New Binary Press Anthology; The Brooklyn Voice; Straylight Literary Magazine
(print); The Milo Review; Foliate Oak Literary Magazine; The Antigonish
Review; Dalhousie Review; The New Quarterly; Wascana Review; Poetry
Nottingham International; The Cape Rock; Ayris; Journal of Contemporary
Anglo-Scandinavian Poetry; The Toronto Quarterly; Fogged Clarity, Boston
Poetry Magazine; Decanto; White Wall Review.

Faces by Shloka Shankar

Mom loaded the family into the blue Belair station wagon to see the Beatles. The musicians were on their first visit to the US. The local
paper reported that the mop tops from Liverpool were staying at a luxury hotel near the freeway. As they made the turn off of 101,
Katie could see the hotel’s circular drive, crowded with masses of teenage girls bearing signs saying “Paul, we love you.”
As always, Mom had a plan. It was highly unlikely that the Beatles would make their way through the crush of screaming girls. Instead,
she directed Dad to drive to an unmarked rear entrance to the hotel. Amenable, he snaked the car through an alley used by
maintenance men and hotel employees and parked next to garbage dumpster at the rear of the hotel. Two other cars followed in the
hope that the family had inside information.
Stalking the Beatles was way more exciting that the usual after dinner field trips. Most nights, after mom loaded the dinner dishes into
the dishwasher, they went to ogle the ashes of train wrecks, house fires or plane crashes. On calmer days, they would park beneath
the runways at SFO, waiting for a calamity but settling for the thunder of landing gear being lowered and reversed engines bringing the
massive vehicle to a vehement halt.
Dad drove, as usual following her mother’s directions. He held his cigarette outside the car window.
The crowd in front of the hotel was growing fast. From her perch in the middle the backseat, Katie experienced the wave of
anticipation, felt the heat of the mass of bodies crushing against each other. The idea of so much adoration brought tears to her eyes.
She was so willing.
Her brother was two years older. “God this is so embarrassing.”
Her little sister wore pajamas in the back seat. “Where are they?” she kept asking.
They waited. At some point the roar of the crowd filled the air competing with the wail of police sirens. A crescendo shook the ground,
rattling the metal of the malodorous dumpster. It was happening. The arrival of the Beatles in America was a big, big deal.
The five of them loaded into the station wagon on a quest for adventure, her mother at the helm, fueled by martinis and an
unquenchable thirst for excitement that she would never satisfy. Katie, in the back seat, waiting for George, the spiritual Beatle,
clutching a Teen Beat in her lap,
Her parents’ drinking was becoming a problem. When her father took his hands off the steering wheel to light a new cigarette, the car
careened for a moment, almost out of control. "Dad!!" the three children called out in unison, afraid of crashing.
The roar of that crowd was just the beginning. The whole world knew. The Beatles were about to change everything.

Photo by Silvino Gonzalez

1.
The color of yelling
sounds like yellow
bathed in rusted fire
though always white
in the spectrum of howl
of the mud and blue,
some folks have roots & wings
at the same time.
2.
I don’t want to go
to Tupelo, where a man
of nine mothers would sell his luckless
soul for a compass, all that trouble
in a moveable map. Long day living—
the way blues fly, the ash sky spreads,
I’ll stay high up the Natchez Trace
listening to switchgrasses grow under
arched spans in a Birdsong Hollow.
3.
I sing to use the waiting
full will come from nothing
nothing will come from silence
sing to hide the wanting.
4.
never seems too wrong this time
blue embrace, hypnotic dance,
drag & pull that feels like movement
something, anything
now vicious hand uproot my face
my form no longer down! I dangle,
and I wait, I dance, love, and hate,
feel important, this grab, this pending
move, arched and pitched aside in pile
but the fall is not important, it’s only gravity.
5.
The final report echoes dusk and dim
bullets across scrub pine
it sings the scent of lilacs from air
cries of lost youth & Lincoln.
Spring dies outside doorsteps.
Post pause,
a mockingbird resumes.

Catherine Moore

Strange Blue By Kyle Hemmings

Of petals, stems or seeds sun and dirt
Always the dirt
Leaving streaks of brown across the crisp
printed white
Always sun and heat
Or sometimes rain, mostly rain
Rushing through the exposed spaces here
Resting between stems or petal, sun, dirt
and streaked crisp white
What rose wanted these rushing places,
exposed
Its petals and stems yielding at last to the
weight of neglect
Streaking crisp white, exposing the brown
open space

Anna Betts

wood shows its history
despite its vulnerability
each stain and nick
a testament to its journey
polished with a masters hand
it glows with an aura of
old forests
scented
with evening fires
infuses its notes to wine
speaks in tongues
that stag and boar
would understand
shelters and dreams
at its heart centre
waiting for carvers
to reveal its spirits
of sky, crow and eagle
in totems and soul masks
its song of creation
its unbending pride.

Joseph A. Farina
Joseph A. Farina, is a lawyer in Sarnia, ON, and an award winning poet.
He has had two books of poetry.
“The Cancer Chronicles” and
“Ghosts of Water Street” published
by Serengeti Press. His poetry has
appeared in Poetry Journals and
Magazines throughout Canada and
the USA, notably Quills Poetry Magazine, The Windsor Review, Tower
Poetry, Fiele-Feste, Mobius, Boxcar
Poetry Revue, Ascent Aspirations,
Arabesques Reviews, Philadelphia
Poets and Lummox.

In the running water,
the pink girls sit
saggy shoulderedencircling themselves
with giant stones
Laughing, as the water zips
through their bikini bottoms.
On the bank,
an old, old man and
his old son scowl
as the girls flop on their belliesup-heaving a moss-covered monolith
that sends mud and froth
bubbling upward.
Obfuscating the glassy stream,
with no fish in sight.
Flicking their poles
to and fro
I watch the old men wince
awestruck by the girl’s
ear-splitting shrieks of joyA first language I’d long forgotten.

Photo by Dan Callaway

The pink girls revel in their ability
to scar the sacred land.
I envy their power
to disturb and disgust
those who tower over them,
slapping their whip-like rods.
I douse my fire,
Spread the ashes,
and erase my stay.
Before leaving, I glance
up the foamy trace and see
screwy piles of wet rocks.
Pagan and foreboding monuments
left by those churlish water fowl
left to baffle all those who arrive
long after the riverbed is dry.

Amanda Futrell

Born in West Kentucky, Amanda is now living in Nashville, TN. She
received her B.A. from Belmont University and is currently an
M.F.A. candidate at Vermont College of Fine Arts. A recipient of the
James and Sarah King Writing award, Amanda's works can be found
in Minerva Rising and the Belmont Literary Journal.

I remember as I cannot forgetThe goodness of your heart,
That burned my old memories.
Like snake you crawled in my mind.
The hissing flames;
That poisonous venom
Took my breath away.
I forgot as I could not rememberYour love bereft of your smile
Often kept its pace with new schemes.
Now no memory-neither to remember
Nor to forget anythingOnly forgetfulness prevails.

Amitabh Vikram

I want to be the clothes
Against your skin and maybe you’re sweating
Maybe your wet skin is my skin
And the alien token of forgiveness is tattooed across our chest
An emblem of remittance
Erasing the tongue
I traced along the tip of your spine
Cursive letters forming the word
And you came to me there
Where it was warm
I try not to think of us when the sun is in the sky
A baneful recollection of flesh
The stoic melancholy creeping into my aching thighs
My fingers twisted into the earth
Taking root into anything that isn’t foretaste
Something about daylight that makes me remember the taste of your sheets
All the soft Persian turquoise to muffle my screams
I want the sky to turn black
The scintillating stars to mimic my tears
As I turn my flesh into thread
And weave myself back into you
Azia DuPont is a writer living in Southern California. She
founded the small press, Dirty Chai in 2012. You can
find her online at www.aziadupont.com or via Twitter
@aziadupont

Azia Dupont

Balancing act
Hourglass
Tick tock
Time on a clock
One missed step
You fall asleep
Deep in the dark
Glass cracks
Defining snap
A body in the grass
Sand flows through the hourglass
Smooth as silk, deep red stained
Tick tock, drip drop
Time stained the shimmering sand
A broken clock
Cannot time stop
On and on
Tick tock
Time on a clock
Balancing act

Girl on the parapet

by Arina Makaryan

Maya Bode Mathur

Globalization Again on Fire

stagnant
stagnant & stuck
stagnant, stuck & content;
the aftertaste
of smugness rests
on my lips
long after another day
has slit my wrist and has
let the ink drip
steadily
into those wedges
where my mind
pauses blankly,
staring into change
in all its motley –
the colour of defiance

Cash-rich collegiality maze swallowed the disenfranchised decade after century
Cash-rich collegiality maze interior-decorators hid the incremental engulfment
machines behind the Easter bunny’s’ right and left ears
Atomic testing vapor went up and descended globally without mention
Medical testing radiation went in the patients’ bodies then up before descending
without mention
More first-floor homelessness apartments appeared on the cardboard sidewalks
More top-floor private island architects helped Washington and Wall Street
runoff with mass money to utopia
Street protesters often came of rage atop buried military waste and pesticide
cans in earlier versions of colony collapse disorder
Street protesters reimagined tactical level limitations leading to economic
inequality triumphs
Outmaneuvering invisible or secret components inside a corrupt economic
system networking globally is quite challenging
Outmaneuvering international secret societies popping up individually at elite
economic conferences furthering top-tier only agendas is beyond challenging
Sustained economic social change must avoid and re-avoid ambush,
marginalizations and disruptions at all its intersecting travel points
Sustained economic social change must overcome international greed’s’ cellular
level willingness to overconsume and kill with chemical nutrition and deception
False narrative training camp tour bus drops off new K-12 curriculum before
motoring on to university campuses
False narrative training camp tour bus drops off the new corporate Sunday
sermons for its TV televangelists
Revolutionary spirit spray keeps spilling out onto the world’s ongoing
advertisement campaigns
Revolutionary spirit spray re-examines hope as a malleable clay implant inside
public opinion’s misguided headlessness

David S. Pointer

softens on the inner folds
of my hollowness.

Shloka Shankar

Shloka Shankar is a freelance writer from India. She
loves experimenting with all forms of the written
word and has found her niche in Japanese short
forms and found poetry. Some of her poems have
recently appeared in Silver Birch Press, Eunoia Review, The Rain, Party, & Disaster Society, Oddball
Magazine, Of/with, and The Other Bunny. She is also
the founding editor of the literary & arts journal,
Sonic Boom.

Red Rock Canyon by Keith Moul

I'm in a car on a plane
in a bus on a ship
or a supersonic train
bound for somewhere
anywhere no where
lost in space or time
within it's continuum
keeps moving forward
yet momentum balters
on its pendulum
grinding time to an
individual halt
whether standing sitting
kneeling or lying
alone is alone
from here I can hear you
I can see you
and time’s clock does tick
but only for you

this inner world imploded
entrapping me within its
silent vacuum
where the clock flat lines
at twelve without a
post or ante meridiem
lost in such relativity
where everything is nothing
and nothing is everything
drifting further from reality
to a simple truth
where time moves all around me
and no man is an island
except for the capsule of time
in which I am imprisoned

Katovski

In the morning
When I am alone
and I own the beach
Every round white stone
And only I am here to embrace
each wave
As it becomes
And breaks itself
On my beach
I send out the fishermen
With one light
Their boats put-putting
Invisible birds scream greeting
I gobble up each yellow light
Greedily
I race
the Sun
To the highest point
and we both tumble over
in light and celebration

Barrett Morrison

I like my coffee dark,
souls that are scarred and have a mark
Singer’s voice that is deep
Hearts that are awake instead of sleep.
I like my lyrics to speak the truth,
to elders, adults and the youth
I like my walk during dawn
to spot the first stars spark
and so on and so on …

Ester Young, All

2014, 2015©
Rights Reserved

Like Neruda, tonight, I can write the saddest lines; Write, for example-- Young woman,
full of life, Starting new chapter In a place, once familiar, Having her book, Abruptly
ended by those who did not know her story. For example-- Eleven people, on a night
on the town, whose lives were irreparably altered for no foreseeable reason in the
history of unforeseeable reasons; how, a few good men, charged with defending the
country where they ultimately lost their lives, undefended; and how, cries of ‘enough!’
go unheeded, like so many unanswered prayers; how deaf ears and blind eyes and
closed mouths describe so many of us-- that if we ignore long enough the senselessness
going on around us, it will go away. But, as commonly as the sun rises and sets, innocent
lives will no longer be considered innocent; black lives will continue not to matter; and
those who should lead us, will be passed over, by circus clowns and sideshow freaks
who continue to laugh at us, while the nation burns.
© 2015

Joseph Powell
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Barrett is an author and spoken-word
performance artist in Nashville, Tennessee. She
performs under the stage name Barrett Morrison,
and writes short fiction and poetry, mainly for
performance on-stage, but also for written
publication. She is resuming her original creative
trajectory after a brief fourteen-year hiatus
caused by her father’s prompting to get a law
degree “to fall back on.” To his enduring credit, it
is likely the only poor advice he ever gave to her.
She is currently performing a show called “Ten
Pieces” (comprised of, not surprisingly, ten
spoken word pieces). She would use her time at
the Blue Mountain Center to write and develop
her new show based on the loss, recovery and
rebirth stemming from recent life events.

Red Coat by Michael Poindexter

A kid billygoat scrambled and stretched its head
to suck the teat
of his mother, who lay on her side
licking her kid’s craning neck.
It was late in the afternoon,
farmers sitting on a porch,
the barn stretching lazily under a golden sun.
All work finished for the day,
except the detective work of a fox
roaming the perimeter
of the unsuspecting life within.

John Church
In The Sun

When my front tooth fell
in the birthday Guinness,
and I watched it sink
through the froth
in slow-motion
like an autumn leaf,
I was not thinking of mortality,
but of the cosmetic mess.
I spooned the tooth
from the bottom of the pint
and tried, clandestinely,
to fit it back in place.
Dead teeth from that bicycle
accident, braces as a tween,
new incisors as a teen,
root canals, half caps,
grind guards, whitening—
it’s damned expensive to age.
But how dear to get here,
and, grateful, I wouldn’t go back.
I have a lovely new tooth in a
smile
that hasn’t been faked in years,
and offer it freely
with my story, my love.

Lindsey Royce

by Arina Makaryan

IT IS MAGIC
I KNOW IT TO BE MAGIC
I ANOINT MY THINGS WITH IT
THE PEOPLE I KNOW I HAVE EMBRACED WITH IT
I HAVE MADE LOVE BECAUSE IT
THINGS I COVETED, LABELED WITH IT
PLACES I HAVE BEEN AND WISH TO GO USED IT
I HAVE FALLEN IN AND OUT OF IT
I MAKE LISTS OF THE DIFFERENT KINDS
I HAVE IN MY DOZENS OF YEARS POURED IT ON MYSELF
THEN ONE DAY YOU WAKE IN A BROKEN BODY
AND IT FADES
IN THE DIMNESS, YOUR SPIRIT WEAKENS
TO SAVE YOURSELF AND REDEEM THE MAGIC YOU SAY
I LOVE MYSELF,
I LOVE MYSELF
I LOVE MYSELF
I LOVE...

MARY WILSON

Not the pretty car girl
Or the skinny chick
Not a perfect body
No response to elicit
I’m tired of this life
This flesh trap
Away from myself
Mind’s myth a battle trap
Hold me
Hold me, I’ve lost my god
Lost within the otherness
I march a solemn trod
So far away from one’s self
From where you want to be
Can you see yourself for what you are
Can you see me
Or are you blinded by the beauty of
She-devil-she
A shell of this human possesses the ground
Small broken shadows
Dance slowly around
Complacent with life
Sick of the same
Wanting the other
Regretting it still
Confused and unreadable
Strong
And bear minded
Take this shot,
This shot in the chest
A bed of nails to soothe the chaotic soul
Devils breathe
Mouthful of crow

Passengers by Lauren Jonik

you need to let it arrest you –
at which point
it will slowly
(and mindlessly)
consume you
then
you let it
can I borrow your passion?
i was too generous with mine

A bending black branch
curves and twists its graffiti
against the green forest wall
-

Peg Quinn

Rachel Brien

Woman’s body with sinful thoughts to hear
Bridge to freedom
Constant death
Slowly crawling to Heavens door
Shunned away to hell’s lure
A crossing path to fill the void
Further down the rabbit hole
Sober acid trip
Captain’s call to levy the ship
Take my quarter’s
Across the river Styx.

Allison Humphrey

Peg Quinn's poems have been published in
numerous journals and anthologies and
twice nominated for The Pushcart Prize.
She paints murals and theatrical sets and
teaches art at a private elementary school.

I’m on the edge of the horizon
looking back.
There’s no looking forwards.
Looking up
I can see the sky,
blue or grey like the sea.
Reflected sunlight,
clouds rippling like waves
making shapes in the sand.
Wave shapes on the land.
Sometimes it’s so bright
I can’t tell the blue from the grey,
the cloud from the clear,
the sky from the sea.
The light blinds me.
It’s too bright for my eyes
and leaves me confused
on the edge of the horizon,
on a thin line
with only one way to go.

Lynn White
Art Work by Dana Walerski
Lynn White lives in North Wales. Her work is influenced by issues of social justice and events, places and
people she has known or imagined. She is especially interested in exploring the boundaries of dream, fantasy
and reality. Her poem 'A Rose For Gaza' was shortlisted for the Theatre Cloud 'War Poetry for Today'
competition in October 2014 and has since been published and reprinted in anthologies by Vending Machine
Press, Weasel Press and CTU. Poems have also recently been included in several anthologies including Harbinger Asylum’s 'A Moment To Live By', Stacey Savage’s ‘We Are Poetry an Anthology of Love poems’,
ITWOW, ‘She Did It Anyway’, Community Arts Ink’s ‘Reclaiming Our Voices’

I fear not the warmth of the fire, nor the destructive manner it possesses.
I run not from the amber glow, nor the lighted land it undresses.
In all its glory, it burns our wills and defies the body a soul.
It sends men to their deaths with purity in hand and blows away when ashes are cold.
It creates nothing but consumes all with sterility by char.
Beautiful colors turn dark and black as our vision sees afar.
Enticing and hypnotic, is certainly a most expressive phrase.
It will be so descriptive and alluring…when we are all caught amongst the blaze.
JEWJR
Copyright ©2003

James E Wilson Jr

Nazi Cap
The hottest chick I never met wore a Nazi cap.
I found her on a fetish webcam yesterday
when nobody else was biting and asked her out
for a semi-pricey stroll. On the cam, beneath the cap,
she wore the standard outfit: gold rings through
pierced--well,
. White cotton cami
snipped below the boob line, pointy purple nails,
tats galore, tight biker jacket with tons of zippers,
violet mesh thong under black leather microskirt
and a wicked tan line. Her left hand seemed to beg
the giving or the taking of her black cat-o'-nine.
When she arrived a heartbeat later, she was up
for anything. So we strolled down Second Avenue
toward the kinky quarter on the south side of Broad,
flaunting the leash and collar and mocking the squares
while our johnsons waxed with pride. Once inside
the Jungle Lounge, we found the dance floor thick
with tubby, mustached t-girls and their tubbier beaus.
After fighting through their longing looks,
the disco thumping, smoke, and dark, we bought
a private booth. And when the curtain closed, I got
the kicks we'd come here for. Sweet Jesus, yes I did.
That's all I'll say. Then in the aftermath--thank God!-that wicked wench, she disappeared from view.

Allie Wondering by Michael Poindexter

The hottest chick I never met wore a Nazi cap.
And with any luck, tonight I'll find her too.

Brian Daly

Some days feel so weak
overwhelmed with the emotion of the day
so much hurt and sadness
floating from person to person
the pain that is being felt
by so many is so contagious
everyone wants to face the misery
striking the unexpected and unsuspecting

March 5, 2014

Andrew Scott is a native
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The stormy atmosphere
makes me wish to hide
to defend against scary times
Cover myself with comfort
to ward against the rainy outside
protection by a battered source
that wears its age with character
Always feel safe and warm
wrapped in the embrace
of the comforting quilt
given by caring hands

Just A Maritime Boy 2014

On the day Larry Holliday Jr. fell asleep on the train tracks, his sister, Laura, came home early from Hal’s Diner and
found Leffy tangled in their sheets with Babs. She screamed and threw her ring and Wilson sneaker at him. But missed
and damaged Babs’ left eye instead. The same eye her father, Oney, lost to a stray dart at Winston’s Sports Bar just
two blocks down the street last year from a wayward throw. She chalked it up not to malice, but The Raiders losing
the Super Bowl. The dart had skewered the pupil and, when Doc Rob yanked the dart out drunk, the eye remained
pinned to the end and resembled a moistened Tootsie Pop. The scene caused Mouthy Mary to wake up every night
since, soiled in her sheets, startling whoever had shared her bed for that night. One of these nights, Mary’s terror had
stopped the heart of Mr. Pastor the Pastor and she feared she would go to hell for killing a man of God. She called
Larry Holliday Jr. and he helped carry the body to the creek and dump him face down in the shallow water with an
empty bottle of Wild Turkey Larry Holliday Jr. had drunk earlier that day. He saw Larry Holliday Sr. in Mr. Pastor the
Pastor and promptly went to his abode at Paradise Mobile Home Estates and held a shotgun under his chin until he fell
asleep. He dreamed about his dart in Oney’s eye and how Oney could maybe see better, see himself in a different way.
In the morning, Babs knocked on his screen door and told him she was in love with Leffy and she wanted to kill Laura.
His knees bore too much weight and he closed the door without a word. He grabbed several bottles from his shelves
without reading the labels but still felt a heaviness resting in his soul. When the news came on, he stumbled out of his
home, past the sign for Paradise Mobile Home Estates, and walked purposeless. Doc Rob waved as did Mouthy Mary
with her free hand as they lingered in the alley by the Laundo-Mart. But Larry Holliday Jr. would not. He walked past
the Lord’s Baptist Church, Winston’s Sports Bar, and Hal’s Diner and spied Laura carrying plates of chicken fried steak
and gravy over to Oney’s table. The reflection off the windows caused Larry Holliday Jr. to squint and his drink settled
in his chest. He walked until he passed Carl’s Pump and Fill and came to the reddish, rusty train tracks that passed by
the town. Tracks others has longed to ride. The metal roads spread to the right and to the left toward the hills and
Larry Holliday Jr. did not know which way to go. He wavered in the smoky morning until he seemed to fade into the
haze around him. So he sat upon the tracks and waited, watching the glow of the wildfires burning the hills on all sides.

N.T. McQueen
N.T. McQueen is the author of the novel, Between Lions and Lambs, The Disciple, and the children's book, Moses Jones and the
Case of the Missing Sneaker. He received his MA in Creative Writing from CSU-Sacramento under the direction of Douglas Rice.
He has won two Bazzanella Literary Awards and his work has appeared in issues of The Kentucky Review, Gold Man Review,
Camas: Nature of the West, West Trade Review, and others. He lives in Northern California with his wife and three children.

Iceland Blue Lagoon by Keith Moul

When I was child, I would often walk down our gravel driveway, whose dust-covered length snaked through endless acres of
unadulterated pastureland. I only wanted to step outside, over the edge, where our land ended and the outside world began. What
separated them was a ditch choked by briar bush and daffodils. Their buttery yellow cups once blew so sweetly in the wind. But I never
trampled over their frilled and fragile bodies. I never once crossed that barrier. My mother’s warnings, darkly spoken, bathed in an
ominous tone like a portent of doom, held me back. Countless times I wavered by the roadside, yearning to step on the forbidden
asphalt of the highway; countless times my heart thudded in my chest as I willed myself to take just one step further; but ultimately,
fear held me back, and fear is a crippling thing.
I feel comfortable here now. I don’t want to leave anymore. My mother was right. I pass by the bristly bushes dripping with
blackberries, and inhale the sweet summer air thick with the scent of honeysuckle. These are the things from which I derive joy. I stay
here, content but restless, crippled but happy, leaning on a crutch made from the lies my mother told me: the dark ends of the bread
are good for you, school is for Satan’s children, and God is not just some borrowed box I crawl into for consolation.
The outside world is a scary place, she once told me, and I have to agree. But what do I know? I’ve
never been there, and never will. But that’s all right, because my mother told me so.

by Morgan Waites

Keeping my eyes on my own race
Focused
When the gun shoots
I will take off running
Fast but steady
I must not burn all of my energy at once
The others are behind me
Trying to catch up
Trying to distract me
But I am focused
Keeping my eyes on my own race
I am ahead of them
So close to the finish line
I speed up faster
This is a competition
Between my past and future
But others are competing
Trying to beat me
But I am focused
Keeping my eyes on my own race
Knowing that once I cross that finish line
I have reached my destiny

Courtney Brooks

It was late summer 1955. I was ten years
old and the biggest Brooklyn Dodgers
fan in the world. They were the National
League’s pennant winner that year.
They would face the American League
champion and super- franchise, the New
York Yankees in the World Series.
My dad was a big Yankee fan. So that
year there were a lot of back and forth
between my dad and me, building up to
the series. I would end up holding the
final bragging rights. The series would go
the full seven games with the Dodgers
winning in the last game 2-0.
Like thousands of young boys of that
time, I collected bubblegum baseball
trading cards and had acquired the complete 1955 starting Dodgers team except for the first baseman, Gil Hodges. I
never did obtain a Hodges trading card
and somehow misplaced the original
eight, never to be seen again. I often
wondered what those cards would be
worth today.

When Summer’s Gone
Walk the woods in late August
Out in the Blue Ridge piedmont
Just before the leaves begin to turn
When summer’s gone
And it’s not yet fall
The season’s whirl grows still
As if to catch its breath
Tightrope balanced
Stretching on and back
While deer run wild
Flashing white between the trees
And bolts of sun no longer summer
You’ll pause the while
To take your bearings
As your compass catches fire
Just before the leaves begin to turn

Steve Bucher

Yesterday at a sports memorabilia show,
I discovered an old friend from my
youth. He was selling baseball paraphernalia with an emphasis on the teams
from the1950s Brooklyn Dodgers. In his
possession were eight of the starting
player bubble gum cards from the 1955
world champion Brooklyn Dodgers,
missing only Gil Hodges.
As we talked about old times, I couldn’t
help but wonder if he was someone I
had trusted, but shouldn’t have? Finally,
I inquired how long he had possessed
those eight cards. His startled silence
spoke volumes.

James Freeze

Or Street By Kyle Hemmings

Swallow me whole like child swallows a dime.
You'll call me a mistake,
until you realize I'm your favorite currency.
Your thoughts
will linger like ocean currents,
and I'll turn them into waves of personification.
I'll turn you
into the person you've always wanted to swim with.
I'll be the anchor that holds you in place,
and the sea shells that hold your attention;
you'll find yourself collecting me.
You'll find yourself
in me like a mirror;
I'll be your favorite eye color.
You
will be the teacher and I'll be your star pupil.
I'll turn one metaphor into a whole essay
Like
Esteé Lauder
I'll test myself on the animals sleeping in your mind.
I'll make your thoughts
run fast like hyenas chasing the sun.
Make you think quick like sand;
you'll get stuck in me.
I'll hyper focus your mind to the volume of air.
I'll be your oxygen.
You
will be carbon dioxide planted in suffocation until you find me.
Until you let me kiss your nostrils like a storm;
I'll thunder your mind.

Nina Mariah Donovan

Signs by Shloka Shankar

You fell in love with my beauty
Not what’s within,
So one day passed the merry spring
When I lost everything;
You were nowhere to be seen!
Like a bird in the forest
You loved my flowers and fruits
However you never acknowledged my roots
When winter descended in her mightiest hour
Her icy breath seizing everything from me
All I’ve ever seen you do is flee.

Sumaiya Siddiqui

old flowers
bloom in the after hours
trailing scentand their words still drawn
fill the night and dawn
the way they went.
new to ours,
coffee shops and church clock towers
remember those times spent
in warm
touchings born
out of movement.
tempting rain showers
in silent bane's empty hours
shuffle and lamentthe thoughts swarm
and mind-bed warm
coupling of consent.

Strider Marcus Jones

Education by Walter Savage

Animal nature,
deprived for too long,
will eventually snap, biting
with teeth black and gnarly,
jagged and hateful,
preternatural, cancerous,
crass, distorted by instinct,
left out of consideration by higher consciousness,
angry, primal,
distrustful, and mad with rage
for no damned discernable reason at all.

Scott Thomas Outlar
Scott Thomas Outlar spends the hours flowing and fluxing
with the ever changing tide of the Tao River while laughing
at and/or weeping over life's existential nature. His words
have appeared recently in venues such as Dissident Voice,
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issues, rock, classical and jazz music
and film noir.

I still have a photograph of Grandpa Max showing me a gun when I was about five years old. In the photo, Grandpa held it
barrel down, his fingers wrapped outside of the trigger guard, allowing me to touch the stock. I didn’t know what kind of gun it was or
why he had it until years later. It was a Colt .38 revolver six-shot issued to Grandpa Max when he was young Max Krogen. He received
the Colt when he made detective. It was a murderer who got him his promotion.
In the early years of their marriage, Grandpa and Grandma lived in the Bronx. Grandpa Max was above average in height for
those days, a lean and handsome man with wiry black hair. Grandma Rose was almost as tall, willowy in stature, with hair a chestnut
brown. Max had a temper and was impatient by nature; Rosie was his steadying influence – calm even in a storm.
He was still a uniformed officer when he caught a notorious serial killer in the area. It made all the national papers. Anytime
Grandpa and Grandma went out, someone would come up to him and ask, “Are you Max Krogen? The guy that caught the Oakhurst
Killer?” People shook his hand and congratulated him all the time.
The Oakhurst Killer had been following young women who got off work late at night and walked part of the way home. He
always picked an isolated spot where they walked. He left 9mm shell casings at the scene, indicating that he shot his victims numerous
times. Drag marks in blood along the walkway showed that the women had tried to crawl away after the initial shots. His last shot was
always a kill shot to the head. There were no witnesses. No suspects. Every woman who worked late nights was terrified. The police
made him priority number one.
I heard Grandpa tell the story of the capture of the Oakhurst Killer numbers of times to friends and family but I remember
best the way he first told it to me.
“It was about two in the morning, same as usual, when I got home from my shift,” Grandpa began. “Our whole building was
dark except for the light in our kitchen where Rosie was cooking my dinner. I went up the three flights of stairs, unlocked our door,
and headed for the bedroom to change out of my uniform.
“I could smell Rosie’s beef stew on the stove as I changed. It drove me wild and I couldn’t wait to chomp down on it. I was
stepping into my well-worn trousers when I heard the intercom buzzer go off. Rosie answered it.
“’Forget your key, Max?’ she said. That’s when I realized she hadn’t heard me come in. ‘Come on up,’ she said and let
whoever it was in.
“Something caused me to stay in the bedroom and not make a sound. ‘A hunch,’ people would say, but it was something else.
Just that day, the captain told us the Oakhurst Killer might be damned frustrated, what with most working women staying off the streets
by themselves. The killer might try somethin’ different so’s he can satisfy himself. ‘Watch for a new M.O,’ the captain had said.
“I felt a tight knot in my stomach – maybe hunger – but I knew I was damned scared stayin’ quiet in the bedroom. Our kitchen
window faced the front of the building where anyone on the street could see it. The only light on in the whole building.
“I heard the knock on our door. I took my pistol and shut the bedroom light. I was shaking so much I was afraid I’d be heard
through the door.
“Rosie called out, ‘I’m coming.’ I heard her padded footsteps passing by on the way to the apartment door, lights coming on
as she went. She unlocked the door and said, ‘You must be starved --’
“Suddenly there was nothing. I put my ear to the bedroom door. I could hear Rosie’s breathing. And something else. A click.
I knew what it was even before I heard a second person’s breathing. It was a gun being cocked.
“The next voice I heard was gruff and low: ‘Who’s here with you?’
“’My husband. He’s in the bedroom.’
“Rosie was lying. She didn’t know I was home. The man knew she was lying too, I felt sure. I stepped away from the door
and slid backwards along the wall.
“’What’s that?’ the man said.
‘What are you cooking?’
“’Beef stew,’ she answered.
“’Smells damn good. Get movin’. Into the kitchen.’ They walked by the bedroom door. ‘Wait. What’s in there?’
“’The bedroom,’ she said.
“’That where your husband’s supposed to be? Let’s take a look.

“My face was damp with sweat and my gun arm shook so much I didn’t think I could hit a thing. In my time as a uniform, I’d never fired
my weapon at anyone. The door opened and I saw the man in profile. He was a big, thick man with greased hair. I saw Rosie beside
him. I stood in darkness but Rosie spotted me, her frightened face lit by the hall light. The man didn’t see me. He was looking at the
bed, the light shining right on it. He saw it was empty. That’s all that he saw. He closed the door slowly, never looking around the
room. The two of them moved off.
“’Smells damn good,’ the man said. ‘Give me some of that. Go on.’
“I skimmed along the wall back to the bedroom door and opened it carefully so it wouldn’t squeak. I made my way through
the hallway until I saw his back. He was seated at the kitchen table. I edged closer, fighting to steady the gun in my hand.
“Rosie was dishing out the stew into a large bowl. It was an extra large bowl that we rarely used. It was heavy and ungainly
and always spilled slop onto the table. Her back was to the man and I saw him take aim with his gun. I saw the ghost of a smile on his
face reflected in a mirror hanging on the kitchen wall. I knew then he was the Oakhurst Killer. He liked playing that gun on my wife’s
back.
“Rosie turned, bowl held in both hands, and froze, startled. She saw his gun aimed at her. And she saw me holding the wall
up behind the seated man, my shaking arm trying to keep my pistol on him. She recovered and took two steps forward. ‘Here,’ she
told him. ‘Take it.’
“Gun still in hand, he reached for the bowl, got his mitts on its edges, and Rosie shoved it just enough. Hot liquid hit his face
and neck and continued to splash onto his shirt. He screamed in pain and got up, knocking over the chair he was in. Rosie ducked
below the table and brought it up so that the other edge slammed into him. He tried to fire his gun even as he was keeling over onto
the linoleum but he didn’t get a shot off.
“I was all over him, wrestling his gun away while beef stew covered both of us. Rosie got my handcuffs and I had him face
down on the floor, his arms cuffed behind him. His face was crusted with stew.
“’That’s --’ I yelled into his ear, ‘my supper you’re eating!’
“Of course I examined his gun. It was a 9mm. Rosie called the precinct and a patrol car took him away. Investigations soon
found corroborative evidence in his rented apartment that he was the Oakhurst Killer and I got my promotion out of the uniform division.
“Truth is, Alex (he’d told me), Rosie deserved that promotion more than me.”
I have a photograph album of Grandpa Max and Grandma Rose from their wedding and those early years. I could see
similarities to the old folks they had become. I suppose I looked a little like Grandpa. Bits of him in my eyes and nose and lips.
Mom took Alyson and me to visit him in a nursing home the last time I saw him. Grandma had died quietly in her sleep a little
over a year before. Grandpa was never the same after that.
Grandpa Max sat staring dumbly at Mom, Alyson, and me in the nursing home. His eyes were blackened and uncomprehending in his unshaven, sunken face, his thin white hair wildly unkempt. His full-bodied figure was shrunken and fragile. I asked him
questions about his days as a police detective but he mumbled a few unintelligible words and continued to stare at me with his dead
eyes.
Sometime later, I sat next to Mom at Grandpa Max’s funeral service. Aly sat on the other side of her. Dad wasn’t there. He
had to work.
I’d never seen Mom cry before but she sat there crying throughout the service. I saw long streams of tears slide down her
cheeks. It was then, probably for the first time, that it occurred to me that she was
daddy’s little girl.

Theodore Krulik

We have hidden away the faces of trees
here where oaks burn and blaze
where light lingers awhile and is gone
in our own hunger we have hidden
in the belly’s growl
behind ranks of prowling hands
under dying grass, under pebbles
we have looked past scowling fruit
we have sipped from broken cups
tasting iron in the wash of useless wells
we have bitten our tongues
and burned our lips on rings of fire pit stones
we have taken the measure of birds
with torn wings hanging from the sky
trudged past houses on the hilltop
whispered past the rain
fed silence with our fears, paid the price
for windows rubbed and scratched with salt
we cut our hair and laid the clippings
out to shrieking ghosts of sleepless nights

Yet The Beauty Remains by Walter Savage

Steve Klepetar
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Masters brand
Labels on the helping hands
Build and build until we collapse
The state of failed affairs
The markings bled
The pale thin skin
Bleeds through without
From within
The last stand
Last chance
Execute the phantom limb
The king within this peasants skin
Whose needs will kill him from within

Kenneth Lynch
Kenny lynch is a Kentucky native currently
living in Nashville Tennessee. He stays true to
his blue collar roots in his poetry, most of
which is driven by the struggles of the working
class.

Unlike the Supreme Collector orchestrating His Genesis to scale,
I collected nicks and bits from mountains yielding to natural forces
without heaven at hand, nor a Master’s plan (nor master race);
without ridicule by charmed fruit evoking a snake’s evil will;
without two politicos in a room subverting freedom by spinning
seminal words assuming virtue; without capital more enormous,
always doubling, then always redoubling, double-dealing
You’ve noticed that I began collecting as an innocent, looking down,
thinking small. Among knacks I found viper semblances needing venom;
fruit pits and seeds; leaf and branch symphonies in minor keys; vulgar
human tidbits spoiling in the common space; plastic jetsam tidal zones;
beastly boys and girls aping stupidly favored celebrities, but so unsavory.
I don’t smoke, but I snatched a solitary matchbook from a hotel ashtray
in Bergen (when Ianthe convulsed while contracting
); I
snapped shots of middle Europe garden dirt, still aiming downward,
for Sylvia’s scrapbook; I paid too much for the only baseball card
I had found for a ballplayer named Uhl, my mother’s maiden name.
As a collector, I exult at lesser archives, never consulted or copied.
Others, sainted maybe, rush around greedily procuring bones
of near-saints from minor European cathedrals, long neglected;
some collectors worship whipped cream on chocolate, appeasing
mountain gods; some collectors lavish salt on their lips from mines
so deep, appeasing miners’ gods, dangerously hostile to seasoning.
Some collectors partner in unseemly dance with demons of possessions,
that burrow through our reception antennae, darlings of hunger,
scavengers destructive of our sights, smells and sounds not bent on desire.
From the Grand Canal, for Venetian glass he’d sacrifice ever going home;
he’d scale Mt. Everest for a touch of glacier inching since the Pleistocene;
he’d purse his lips and bow to kiss the Devil’s ass for
Mantle rookie card
with perfect corners, centered height and width graded “mint” by an honorable
dealer.
See what a harmless hobby can become?
With my eyes straight forward, how could I expect to find honorable a dealer?

Keith Moul
Keith Moul's poems and photos appear widely. He's authored five
books, including The Future as a Picnic Lunch, due out September
2015 from Finishing Line Press.

Not likely I’ll become a skylark
or a Siberian tiger, roaming the frozen
wilds. She can’t even count on tomorrow’s
phone call from the hunk who promised
heaven in a basket. East side, west side,
all around the town, who goes there
with more than rubber legs to stand on?
You get no bonuses for knowing
the names of judges on our highest court.
At days’ end, it’s one more day, one more
day given to the office, to the store,
the factory, remembering the easy time,
too full of “I can make it big” until
the slam of hard ball crashes through
the window without a hallelujah chorus.

Peggy Aylsworth

Ardent in imagining was love,
scudding across shining realms,
bereft of clouded moments, not
requiring anything but freedom,
calling always, soulful, sensual
teasing at the ropes which tied
you to the mast; songs which
lingered, lilted at the edges of
Peggy’s poetry has appeared in numerous literary journals throughout
the U.S. and abroad, including Beloit
Poetry Journal, The MacGuffin,
Poetry Salzburg Review, Yuan Yang
(Hong Kong), White Rabbit (Chile),
forthcoming in The Wallace Stevens
Journal. Her work was nominated
for the 2012 Pushcart Prize. Five of her
books have been published;
The latest, Ever After, appeared this
year.

closed eyes, huddling by the
frontier of your mind, waiting
for the moment when resistance
would diminish, and curiosity
would lift salt-crusted lids to
open sight to what was in the
offering; render heart too
ready to yet again say no.

Roslyn Ross
Diana Wiener
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during the morning and evening drive to

does that old guy want with you?” “I

whisper, “Things will be different for you.”

make sure he’s still here.

want him”

19. Will ‘Nam be resolved before our son

31. But, the

6.

Then there’s spinal stenosis and

High blood pressure, high

17 and 29. My father asked “What

The intimacy, passion, world-class

? Like birth, the end

is draft eligible? He runs to the school bus,

is unique; singular; incomprehensible.

love making and now that beautiful

milk money in his shoe…preyed upon in a

Unspoken…”then it will be Mom”.

phallus a shrunken relic.

kindergarten classroom.

32. With little appetite, sedentary old

7.

20. Private school the only option?

people eat one meal a day and leftovers

kind of like a baby. Flesh drooping sagging

Homogenized, elitist, expensive.

go bad before we finish them.

hanging from the iliac crest. Not a cute

21. Travel only in daylight to places

33. Slimy cold cuts go to the dog, who,

baby’s ass.

patrolled by lots of street Cops. Nathan’s,

when left alone, spite-shits in the dining

8.

OK; Prospect Park Zoo,

room.

At 86 his body is soft and wrinkled,

Still has all his marbles and we’re still

.

on the same page.

22. Cross at the Green, not in between.

34. Our social circle contracts. Friends

9.

Keys held in your fist, the longest one

and relatives move to the warmth or die

10. Ranting in uppercase, I share New

sticking out between pointer and index,

or don’t drive anymore or move to

York Times articles on FB: Rape,

ready to poke an eye.

smaller spaces in sanitized retirement

Republicans, and Religion.

23. I am driven from the cultural center

communities or there is just nothing left

11. Voyeurs to the daily lives of kids,

to a backwater, as Great-Grandmother

unsaid.

grandkids, friends of kids and grandkids,

had been driven from Budapest 75 years

35. Our family is here, there is no

Spies.

earlier. Fuck intellectual stimulation. This

happier place for us, even in this

12. When we were a young family, JFK

exodus is for asylum.

deep and icy winter.

and MLK, Jr. were assassinated and Mayor

24. Unlocked small town door a

36. Housebound by the weather, our

Lindsay’s bumbling speech revealed the

benevolent alternative to apartment

story is ending naturally, confined

myth of Jew/Black solidarity.

deadbolts in a doorman-guarded building.

together.

13. The dark wave poured south from

25. And so, to the real America: narrow-

Bedsty through Crown Heights flooding

Diana Wiener

minded, provincial, xenophobic, but the

Social media vacates elderly seclusion.

Artistic Process by Arina Makaryan

Awaken by Terri Jordan

Fair at Dusk by Sheri Wright

By Dan Callaway

Seven Seconds by Walter Savage

Hotel Saint George by Lauren Jonik

Yellow Dress by Michael Poindexter

On Street by Kyle Hemmings

And I rear back, stagger into the wind
Shouting, tasting a thing
Whose name I’ve forgotten,
Whose voice resembles a tenderness
I seem to remember in dreams.
And yet, and yet
I seem to remember
That smile of yours
Filled with hope that raised
Its head, and smiled,
Wings pushing skyward.

Quincy by Keith Moul

What do I see when I narrow my eyes
And stare back into a person I knew?
I see you still.
And you are a wraith,
A twisted, curling thing
Of memory, like a tight
DNA curve of smoke
From a dead fire.
Yes, I see you
Standing within that
Smoke, and I stagger,
Shielding stricken eyes.
You stare back, eyes ablaze,
Your body a fist
Your mind a knot
Your soul a twist
And you throw back your head
And howl at the moon
Which pours white milk
Into your parched throat
You raise your hands, and shout
Into the space between us
Where that which grew, so rich
So green, so luminous with life
Turned into a desert, filled
With desire that tastes like ashes.
You call, but it’s a whisper
Blown aside by a harsh wind.
I see you.

We are, and we are not.
Always, and forever.
All that we once knew
All that we once were
All that we will be
All that we saw
All we will see
All pour into this
Crucible.
If it can stand so much,
How much more will it take?
This container for the
Thing contained?
All will melt
In this crucible,
All will meld
With the crucible
And time will twist
It into its own
Möbius strip.
Then, you and I
Standing front and back,
Back and front,
Full of desire
Full of want
Full of despair
Full of disgust
Full of each other
Twisting like a snake
In the space of our
Limbic life, while
The moon pours her milk
Into our parched,
Shouting, aching throats.
While the past and the present
Curl, nesting into each other
We walk through the fire
Of our eternal days,
Turning into smoke.

Vijaya Sundaram

Oh, Canary in a cage.
Your story is a sad one.
Yet what delightful songs you sing to us
Despite, the sorrow of your plight!
Feathers once luminescent and colorful
Now dark as night.
Prisoners in this cruel abyss of soot and rock
Which keeps our souls in check.
While we slave away
Inside the blackness of this awful cave.
…You do the same.
A cast of weary hearts, indeed.
As we mine, you whistle while we work.
Behind metal bars
That capture delicate tunes,
And clipped wings prevent your flight.
Your song is still a beautiful one.
Though your brilliance against the landscape
Is a pitiful sight.
They strip you of a tremendous gift,
and you give another in return…
Of Light and Life.
The tragedy of your tale,
The solemn tone of your tune,
For death is your sole purpose.
To save the workers from early tombs.
So exhale
Your colorful words
Then inhale the deadly fumes.
And you can finally rest precious bird.
The hurt will all be over soon…

So please enjoy the music that I sing to you
For who can guess how long it lasts?
And although at moments it might seem hopeless
Because we’re caged and our wings broken
And the sky is falling fast...
Remember to be grateful
For what you have
and don’t forget to love and laugh
For you will know that when I die
Friend, you ain’t that far behind
So I suggest you try your best to find
What you’re looking for in life
So I’ll see you soon
When the race is over
and there’s Nowhere left to hide
still be singing my sweet song for you
When you reach the other side
Don’t worry and don’t rush it
It’s only a matter of time...

Kenji Hishida

But until your unfair demise
In more than one way,
Your Sacrifice
Helped us to survive.
The songs you sang were true and wise,
And we would listen to you
As we mined:
Oh miners keep on digging
Cause the clock just keeps on ticking
And you got to earn a living
Ain’t that just the way it goes…
So keep going and keep on digging
And I will keep on singing
As if this life was worth the price of living
What’s the reason? no one knows
Yesterday is gone for good
Tomorrow will never come
Each moment is but future memories
This life is a Setting Sun
And when your time is over
And all is said and done
Remembered or forgotten
Forever we return to where we’re from

Symphony by Walter Savage
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Elizabeth Fedeler is a digital artist going by
the name of Ayula. She grew up in small
town Iowa, and in the summer of 2014
relocated to Nashville, TN in order to support her husband and the band he is in.
Since moving to Nashville, she's realized she
also has dreams of her own, which is to
support herself as an artist, and she's taken
the opportunity to do so.
Elizabeth is self taught in many mediums;
from digital art, watercolors, acrylic, and
colored pencil. As a visionary artist she
explores the depths of human consciousness and delves into the spirit, defining alien
creatures and ethereal landscapes.
To browse and purchase artwork as well as
other products such as tapestries, pillows,
blankets, clocks, t-shirts, and more, please
visit.
www.society6.com/ayula
and
www.facebook.com/psychedelic.ayula.

Mistakes were made. I heard voices in my head, whispers from the milling crowd. The workers may have mistakenly installed the
train tracks back to front and this caused a great deal of confusion – you’d think you were on the train to New York only to arrive in
Dublin, or to Shanghai. Someone else’s slip-up might lead to your own unwitting misstep where you’d find yourself lost in
Istanbul. That’s how it felt. Lost in a world where engineers and commanding officers get it right only 50% of the time. And when
things go wrong, our imagination—the weapon of choice for dreamers, writers, artists, and lovers, construct truths which compete
with the Great Pyramid of Giza or the Temple of Artemis.
Had I gotten on that train there was no way to know if I’d ever return. Uncertainty painted the sky dark. I knew if I remained on the
platform just long enough for the workers to undo what was undone I’d remain safe. Once all the round pegs fit neat and securely
into round holes maybe then I could finally step on board, take my seat, and let the conductor deliver me to New York—to return
to my unit.
But you could see it in the eyes of the construction crew. This delay was meant for me, to give this young kid, this toy soldier time
to reconsider. At least, that’s what I imagined. This was all about me. Thunder echoed in agreement.
There are things in this world worse than going AWOL—an ill-fitting body bag, jungle-rot, or shooting another kid out of some false
obligation and then living with it for the rest of your life.
The commotion soon came to an end. Workers dispersed, satisfied that the train to New York
would not arrive in Dublin after all. I surveyed my options. Since Shanghai and Istanbul were also off
the itinerary, I came to the only decision that made sense to a twenty-year old. Remaining at
attention, I watched the last train car pass me by. I looked into the darkening sky and wondered if
nature bets on a man’s probability for redemption. Nature answered again. Lightning cracked open
the sky. Birds joined me in taking cover within the safety of the station. Rain dripped from the rusty
gutters and made a curtain between the platform and the tracks.

Alan Harris
Alan D Harris is a 60 year-old hospice volunteer and perennial graduate student who writes poetry, short
stories, and plays based on the life-stories of older adults. He is the 2015 Tompkins Poetry Award recipient and
has been nominated for both the 2013 and 2014 Pushcart Award.

I have climbed to the top
of a very tall tree
and find myself perched
upon its smallest branch
knowing the weight
of which I am taking on
may just be too heavy
for this little branch to bear
if then it shall break
from under such a load
to which I find myself
falling free
no fear shall permeate
my being for the next
branch will catch me or
slow the fall until a larger
stronger limb will support
the magnitude of this
undertaking
and if too this limb shall
break sending me flying
falling possibly soaring
I shall embrace them all
having the peace of mind
that soon my feet will
touch the ground
looking up into a very tall
tree seeing a branch to
where I need to be
dreams only stay dreams
until we inhale and then
exhale them into reality
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